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FYI.I bolded the relevant times.To: Jeremy_Gunn @ jfk-arrb.govcc: (bcc: Jeremy Gunn/ARRB)From: wljoyce @ 

phoenix.princeton.edu @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANT Date: 02/27/98 09:29:57 AMSubject: VisitingJeremy: 

Neither Wednesday nor Friday work for me, but I note there is a10:25 train from Washington that does in fact 

stop at Princeton Junction @1:01. An 11:10 train stops at Trenton @ 1:37. I could pick you up ateither and we 

could go directly to lunch. You could drive the 180 or somiles but that would likely take longer. There are 

return trains fromTrenton at 3:14, 4:14, and 5:10-- and later. Indeed, if you prefer, youcould come later in the 

day, stay for dinner and the night with us, andreturn to Washington first thing the next day. What seems best 

to you? --BillAt 08:46 AM 2/27/98 -0500, you wrote:>>Bill,>>Although my calendar was open for next 

Thursday, I had neglected to note>that it is Tom's last day in the office. Shortly after sending to you 

myavailability, Tracy announced that there will be an office party for Tom at9:00. I could leave by 10:00, but I 

presumably wouldn't arrive until laterthan you had suggested. Wednesday and Friday are still open for me. 

Whatdo you suggest?>>Jeremy>>>To: Jeremy_Gunn @ jfk-arrb.gov>cc: (bcc: Jeremy Gunn/ARRB)>From: 

wljoyce @ phoenix.Princeton.EDU @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANT>Date: 02/26/98 05:42:47 PM>Subject: Re: 

Discussion>>Jeremy: Thursday, March 5, is open for me-- after a meeting @ 9:30. Canyou plan to come for 

lunch that day? If you can arrive between 11 and 12,we can chat a bit, go to lunch around noon or so, and 

then take howevermuch of the afternoon we need.> If you decide to take the train, I could meet you in 

Trenton (there>aren't too many trains that stop in Princeton Junction).> Hoping that day still works for you,> --

Bill>>At 03:3>5 PM 2/26/98 -0500, you wrote:>>>>Bill-->>>>Thanks. I received both messages. As of now, I 

have no specific>>commitments on Wed-Thursday of next week. Are any of those days good foryou for lunch? 

I could either drive or take the train.>>>>Best,>>Jeremy>
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